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This book aims to link each of the specific aspects involved in the detection process to foundational physical principles. Following a
development of the basic radiometric laws and units the text is organized around three main topics: (1) thermal radiation of sources and
electromagnetic wave propagation through the atmosphere; (2) a comprehensive description of infrared detection systems from the most upto-date components to equipment either in use or in development; (3) a detailed presentation of the two most common applications, being
infrared observation and temperature measurement. Since the text provides all the necessary theory and relationships, together with an indepth look at the practical side of infrared detection, it is an aid to both physicists and engineers in order to specify appropriate solutions to
their specific problems. It is also a guide for technicians to check the conditions required for temperature measurement or thermal image
analysis. Some parts of the text have been used for several years in lectures; consequently, many students have contributed directly or
indirectly by their questions and reactions in selecting the topics and clarifying the presentation, resulting in a book that is ideal for both
graduate and higher undergraduate courses. Equally it can be used as a reference for students entering this multidisciplinary subject.
A recipient of the PROSE 2017 Honorable Mention in Chemistry & Physics, Radioactivity: Introduction and History, From the Quantum to
Quarks, Second Edition provides a greatly expanded overview of radioactivity from natural and artificial sources on earth, radiation of cosmic
origins, and an introduction to the atom and its nucleus. The book also includes historical accounts of the lives, works, and major
achievements of many famous pioneers and Nobel Laureates from 1895 to the present. These leaders in the field have contributed to our
knowledge of the science of the atom, its nucleus, nuclear decay, and subatomic particles that are part of our current knowledge of the
structure of matter, including the role of quarks, leptons, and the bosons (force carriers). Users will find a completely revised and greatly
expanded text that includes all new material that further describes the significant historical events on the topic dating from the 1950s to the
present. Provides a detailed account of nuclear radiation – its origin and properties, the atom, its nucleus, and subatomic particles including
quarks, leptons, and force carriers (bosons) Includes fascinating biographies of the pioneers in the field, including captivating anecdotes and
insights Presents meticulous accounts of experiments and calculations used by pioneers to confirm their findings
???
Sinds 2002 zit Mohamedou Slahi in Guantánamo Bay op Cuba. In al die jaren is hij nooit van een misdaad beschuldigd door de Verenigde
Staten. Een federale rechter heeft zijn vrijlating geëist, maar de Amerikaanse regering vecht dat bevel aan en het ziet er niet naar uit dat ze
van plan zijn hem vrij te laten. Na drie jaar gevangenschap begon Slahi een dagboek, waarin hij zijn leven beschrijft voor hij in Amerikaanse
hechtenis verdween en zijn dagelijkse leven als gevangene. Zijn dagboek is niet alleen een indringend verslag van een juridische dwaling,
maar vooral een persoonlijk verhaal – beangstigend, soms zelfs geestig en verrassend grootmoedig.
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Weihai, China, August 22-23, 2016, ProceedingsSpringer
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th Annual Conference on Advanced Computer Architecture, ACA 2016, held in
Weihai, China, in August 2016. The 17 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 89 submissions. The papers
address issues such as processors and circuits; high performance computing; GPUs and accelerators; cloud and data centers; energy and
reliability; intelligence computing and mobile computing.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
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